
OBJECTIVES 
In this half-yellow, half-blue memory orb, we examine Chris as the tragic hero caught between his public and private loyalties. 
In so doing, we focus on (i) answering a character-trigger PBQ; (ii) close-analysing dramatic language on multiple ‘levels’. 

THE PASSAGE-BASED QUESTION 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the presentation of Chris Keller here and elsewhere in the 
play (Act Three, 86-88). 

CONCERNS 
1. Familial loyalty: Chris confesses to ‘harbouring’ Keller and so lacks the moral authority to ‘put him behind bars’. 
2. Social responsibility: strains of ‘honour’ and morality underpin Chris’s anguished condemnation of his own nature. 
3. Material pragmatism: Chris castigates the vicious, dog-eat-dog world of self-interest that is post-war America. 
4. Father and son: even though Chris reacts ‘violently’ to Keller at the end, he is unwilling to act against his father. 

METHODS 
1. Bestial imagery: Chris condemns the ‘land of great big dogs’, ‘a zoo’ he lives in, seeing himself as less than ‘human’. 
2. Tone and diction: Chris’s dialogue is variously coloured by shame (‘yellow’), anguish and self-loathing (‘spit on myself’). 
3. Syntax: Chris speaks in bursts of short declaratives, rhetorical questions, exclamatory sentences (‘I could jail him!’). 
4. Syntax: the lines featuring ‘you’ are accusatory or passive-aggressive in tone (‘You made me’,  ‘It’s what you want to do’). 
5. Stage action: Chris is described to be visibly ‘exhausted’; he moves away from his father, later ‘pulling violently away’. 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QUESTION ANALYSIS 
This character-trigger question relates to Chris Keller and his internal conflict between social responsibility and familial 
loyalty, or between moral idealism and material pragmatism, which we see in: (i) an anguished ‘confession’ of guilt; (ii) an 
angst-ridden tirade against his society and; (iii) empathy for and then violence against his father’s actions. This vacillation 
between noble virtue and tragic flaw (hamartia) positions Chris as an alternate tragic hero.

CONTEXT OF THE PASSAGE

Earlier in the play  
At the end of Act Two, Chris violently lashes out at his father for his amoral actions, insisting on the importance of being 
responsible to one’s ‘country’ and ‘world’. Earlier in Act Three, Jim claims that Chris is a ‘good son’ who will ‘come back’ to 
care for his family. The audience meanwhile anticipates these tensions between social responsibility and familial loyalty.

Here in the passage 
The passage can be roughly split into three parts: (i) Chris enters physically and emotionally ‘exhausted’, confessing his 
liability in Joe’s crime; (ii) in thorough anguish, Chris condemns himself and his society for being ‘practical’, implying that 
he is able to ‘take it out’ on his father; (iii) Keller’s entrance reignites Chris’s sense of justice and responsibility.

Later in the play 
After reading Larry’s suicide note, Chris will… 
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INTRODUCTION 
(Context) The passage arguably presents Chris as a tragic hero ‘exhausted’ by his inner conflict between 
staying loyal to his father and sending him to jail for his violation of the social contract. This realisation 
of his own culpability in ‘doing nothing’ about Joe (Link to earlier) recalls Sue and George’s words in Act 
Two — Chris is indeed a ‘liar’ to himself whose idealism does appear ‘phony’. (Concerns) The moral 
struggle between truth and denial, social and familial interests is captured in Chris’s vehement self-
denigration. Yet, these same words fuel the audience’s sense that Chris is not as ‘practical’ or as ‘yellow’ 
as he claims to be, where his last words in the passage impose a moral conscience upon his father. (Link 
to later) This demand for repentance will be intensified in the denouement, as Chris will later insist that 
his father pay for the deaths of the twenty-one pilots and his brother Larry. 

PARAGRAPH 2 - SON OF A KELLER 
(What) Chris’s entrance into the scene is fraught with tension and affliction, at once confirming and 
contradicting Jim’s claim at the start of Act Three that ‘Chris is a good son’ who will ‘come back’. (How) 
The stage directions, ‘He seems exhausted’ already sets up the physical and emotional anguish that has 
plagued this tragic hero since beating his father at the end of Act Two. If his exhaustion is not already 
visible to the audience, Ann’s perspective — ‘You’re all perspired’ — verbally confirms the distress that 
will characterise Chris’s subsequent dialogue. (How) Chris speaks in truncated questions (‘What’s the 
matter?’) and declaratives (‘I’ll say what there is to say’) that exhibit his disengagement from Mother 
and Ann, to the point of ignoring Ann’s pitiful question, ‘Where do I go?’ and Mother’s remark about 
Jim, in order to ask about his father (‘Where’s Dad?’) instead. (How) There is little doubt that Chris is 
guilt-ridden by the thought of Keller. At first glance, his consecutive declaratives that he is ‘going away’ 
and ‘going away for good’ seem to rise in determination. Yet, the use of ellipsis (…) and the qualifier, ‘I 
mean’ that precede this make his claims hesitant, perhaps in the knowledge that his ‘leaving’ is an 
attempt to run away from his father. (Concerns) The opening of the passage thus foregrounds these 
inner tensions between familial loyalty and morality, (Link) situating them as a personal struggle Chris 
could suppress prior to the play’s tense twenty-four time frame. 

WRITING A THESIS FOR PASSAGE-BASED QUESTIONS 
In the introduction, we are looking the purpose of the passage in the context of the development of Chris as a character. 
With the passage set towards the end of Act Three, we can examine (i) the play’s concerns in relation to Chris; (ii) a link to 
earlier to show how the audience’s perception of Chris has changed; (ii) a link to the next scene that establishes the 
importance of Chris’s lines in the last third of the passage. Note that this link is tied to ‘Chris’s role in the ending’, not ‘the 
ending’ in general. As always, explicitly refer to ‘the passage’ or other parts of the play (e.g. denouement).

ANALYSING LANGUAGE, LEVEL BY LEVEL 
Tone: start with the character’s ‘attitude’, which each subsequent method will reinforce - e.g. anguished tone. 
Diction or motif: identify a pattern of words and images that evoke the tone - e.g. repetition of ‘practical’, bestial imagery. 
Syntax: identify the sentence function and sentence length if it evokes the tone - e.g. anguished series of declaratives. 
Syntax: closely analyse the placement of words, or use of passive or active voice - e.g. passivity in ‘I was made practical’. 
Progression: track how diction and syntax intensify or shift - e.g. the use of ‘you’ is at first accusatory but later expresses 
Chris’s self-pity, the rhetorical questions in Chris’s speech become shorter and more aggressive. 
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PARAGRAPH 3 - YELLOW 
(What) This moral struggle becomes more obvious in Chris’s anagnorisis — a recognition that he did not 
act on his suspicions of Keller and a confirmation of his guilt. (How) In a rush of brief, anaphoric 
sentences, he pre-emptively confesses to Ann that ‘I know’ and ‘It’s true’, confirming the audience’s 
own suspicion that Chris ‘suspected (his) father and did nothing about it’. (How) Chris’s guilt takes 
shape in the metaphor of being ‘yellow’, tainted and morally corrupt, with his declaratives moving from 
self-blame (‘I’m yellow’) to blaming his family (‘I was made yellow in this house’). The juxtaposition 
continues in ‘I’m practical now. You made me practical’, as Chris channels his frustrations to anger at his 
family. (How) This fluctuation between anguish and angst, inward and outward aggression is seen in the 
next two sentences: he speaks of his sense of justice in the past (‘I’d have brought him there’), then 
sinks into a pitiful image of distress (‘all I’m able to do is cry’) in the present. (How) In this light, Chris’s 
repetition of ‘practical’ and the cumulative references to ‘cats in that alley’, ‘bums’ and finally himself 
become an act of flagellation — self-flogging — for his moral failings. The use of ‘any more’ and ‘if’ in ‘if I 
were human anymore’ suggest that Chris is reduced to an animal devoid of values and principles. (How) 
So disgusted with himself is Chris that he declares, ‘I spit on myself’, an interesting rejection of self 
where ‘I’ is the subject and ‘myself’ is the object of scorn (‘spit’). His speech here is paratactic in style, 
with each clause (‘The cats…’) piling one more layer of shame until Chris cannot take the weight of his 
‘yellowness’. The open declaration ‘I’m going away’, followed quickly by another in ‘I’m going now’ seems 
to be used to console himself, where escape is the easier option to confronting his hypocrisy. (Concern 
+ Link) Chris’s moral confusion and sheer helplessness here contradicts his previously stable moral ideals 
in Act One and even Act Two. Even the voice of moral responsibility here breaks down, signalling indeed 
the movement from conflict (in Act Two) to unavoidable chaos (at the end of Act Three). 

PARAGRAPH 4 - EAT PREY DOG 
(What) By the midpoint of the passage, Chris breaks down into a cynical, bitter view of himself, his 
father and his society. (How) First exclaiming that ‘I could jail him!’ and then softening to the 
declarative ‘I could jail him’, Chris appears almost resigned to his own familial loyalty. The modal verb 
‘could’ contains this agony, suggesting to the audience that Chris cannot bear to and does not have 
moral authority to condemn Keller. (How) The consecutive rhetorical questions that follow,  ‘Do what? 
What is there to do?’ and ‘What? Do I raise the dead when I put him behind bars? Then what’ll I do it 
for?’, similarly mark the anguish in Chris’s tone: he no longer sees the purpose or ‘reason’ for men like 
Keller to be taken to task. (How) In Chris’s words, ‘the world’s that way’, characterised as ‘the land of 
the great big dogs’ and ‘a zoo, a zoo!’ His use of bestial imagery, unleashed again in strong exclamatory 
sentences, denotes Chris’s revulsion towards self-interest of two kinds: his self-interest in protecting his 
father and; the self-interest of viciously ‘eat(ing)’ your fellow man. He conflates himself with his society, 
using the collective pronoun ‘we’ twice to bridge ‘the only one’ principle ‘we live by’. (How) As harshly as 
Chris condemns his society’s ‘only’ principle, the audience detects an underlying moral righteousness. 

STAYING SENSITIVE TO PROGRESSION 
Most passages, regardless of text or section, are likely to present shifts in effect or idea. This is why we urge you to ‘split’ 
the passage — seeing characters or character relationships as ‘flat lines’ does not lead to a proficient, sensitive response. 
Chris indeed admits to being practical and tribalistic, but it is the anger and idealism beneath that is of greater interest.
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The juxtaposition between past (‘used to’) and present (‘But here?’) hints at Chris’s hope for the ‘honor’ 
of ‘protecting’ others and the justice of ‘shoot(ing) a man who acted like a dog’. In fact, the disdainful, 
sarcastic tone in ‘it just happened to kill a few people this time, that’s all’ further conveys his outrage at 
Keller’s destructive actions. (Concern) Chris clearly positions himself on the side of the ‘few people’ 
whose lives would have been preserved in a society that might ‘love’ a man a little more. (Links) This 
overriding sense of human solidarity, whilst equally driven by shame in his Act One monologue (38), 
effectively prepares the audience for an even deeper conviction in ‘man for man’ responsibility at the 
end of the play (91). One might go so far as to argue that Larry’s death — one of the ‘few people’ 
sacrificed — is predicted here, which Chris will later blame his father for. 

PARAGRAPH 5 - LOVE AND HATE 
(What) Coming to terms with his past moral flaws seems to rekindle Chris’s sense of righteousness,  as 
he distances himself from his father in the last section of the passage. (How) Upon Keller’s entrance, 
Chris responds to his father’s concern with a tone of passive aggression. The physical act of ‘pulling 
violently away from him’ provides an immediate picture of this dissociation, which is soon followed by 
curt, verbally aggressive sentences. Chris cuts down his father with a command to ‘Don’t do that, Dad’ 
that, whilst mixed in the affectionate term ‘Dad’, is detonated by the threat to ‘hurt you if you do that’. 
(How) The next two lines, ‘There’s nothing to say, so say it quick’ and ‘It bothers me’, are employed to 
dismissive effect. The absolute term ‘nothing’ and the milder ‘quick’ highlight Chris’s unwillingness to 
forgiven or even listen to his father. This would be reinforced in the very next line, where the stage 
direction ‘with an edge of sarcasm’ foregrounds the coldness with which Chris treats his father in a brief, 
cutting retort — ‘It bothers me’. (How) Evidently, Chris remains ‘bother(ed)’ by his father’s lack of 
‘human’ values but not yet to the point of taking on the full moral burden. In the two syntactically 
parallel declaratives that end the passage, ‘It’s not what I want to do. It’s what you want to do’, we see the 
residue of his internal conflict: in ‘not what I want’, he steadfastly relinquishes his moral obligation; in 
‘what you want’, he shifts the onus to his father. (Concern) By expecting his father to ‘go to jail’ (as 
Keller himself asks), it is clear to the audience that Chris, amidst angst and anguish, clings onto some 
sense of social responsibility. (Link) The demand Chris exacts here upon Keller — to ‘do’ something to 
make up for his misdeeds — will appear in full force in the next scene, calling upon his father to be ‘better’ 
before aggressively clamouring for him to ‘tell me where you belong’ (89). 

WHY = CONCERN + LINK TO ELSEWHERE 
Links to earlier or later are only meaningful if you first discuss a relevant concern. In the above example, the references to 
Act One (38) and later in Act Three (91) are based on the concern of social responsibility: how Chris is presented as a 
moral beacon earlier, is morally blemished here and whose need for honour is relit later. The link must show either 
continuity (e.g. equally driven by shame) or change (e.g. even deeper conviction).

PLACING INTERNAL EFFECTS BEFORE EXTERNAL EFFECTS 
As a rule of thumb, it is important that we consider external effects — ‘the audience’s reaction’ (e.g. sympathy, outrage) 
and ‘the audience’s understanding’ — as we analyse a dramatic text. These lead your analysis towards ‘why’ (e.g. it is clear 
to the audience that… social responsibility). Do remind yourself to first cover internal effects as part of the ‘how’ (e.g. 
cutting, steadfast, angst).
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CONCLUSION 
(Summary) This passage is thus pivotal in establishing Chris as a tragic hero torn between his loyalty to 
his father and a greater morality and to humanity. Keller’s words in the next scene confirm the 
audience’s inferences from Acts One and Two: no man, in a world debased by bestial self-interest, can 
be a ‘Jesus in the world’ (89). Chris returns to the Keller house a ‘fallen’ man but by facing his ethical 
flaws and lambasting those of society, acquires a stronger moral voice. (Purpose) A responsibility to a 
‘universe of people outside’ and to be 'better' is precisely what Chris resurrects here; the passage takes 
the audience closer to this lesson, even if it will come at a tragic cost to Chris himself.  

Curtain. 

WHY THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIS? 
‘So you see, we are all practical cats here.’ While the previous lecture on All My Sons focused on character relationships, 
the Prelim PBQ redirected our gaze to a single character. Chris and Joe Keller can both be regarded as tragic heroes 
whose belief systems are destabilised by the revelations in Act Three. Joe, whose familial devotion to his sons is crystallised 
in Act Two (52-54), confronts the loss of his two sons here and in the denouement (90). Chris too can be construed as a 
tragic hero with a noble virtue (moral idealism), hamartia (his ‘immense loyalty’) and anagnorisis (a recognition of his own 
guilt, derived from his loyalty to his father), as seen here. 

OTHER TRIGGERS 
Ultimately, we want you to be prepared for any type of trigger: character (e.g. Jim, Keller, Chris); character relationship 
(e.g.  Chris-Keller, Keller-Mother) or; concern (e.g. guilt, truth and lies, family).  

The relationship-trigger has been more common, having already covered the Mother-Ann disagreement in Act One and 
the Chris-Keller-Mother conflict at the end of Act Two. We have covered Mother-Keller and Chris-Keller extensively in 
lectures and tutorials. More obscure relationships like Chris-George, George-Keller also deserve your time. 

The concern-trigger, having featured in the Specimen paper ‘self-deception’ prompt, occurs in one of two scenarios: 
1. The given concern may apply to more than one character, where they share the same beliefs or stand on opposing 

sides. (i) In Act Two for instance, both Chris and George defend their fathers. (ii) In the dream sequence, Mother is 
caught in self-deception, while Chris vehemently opposes these lies. 

2. The given concern is to be your sole focus, where you should ignore other concerns or you have to reframe other 
concerns into the given one. (i) In Keller’s conversation with Ann, we witness the issue of familial loyalty. If the trigger 
is ‘guilt’, we should see Keller’s promises as a sign of guilt, in similar fashion to his call for Ann to forgive her father. (ii) In 
Keller’s confrontation with George, his deceptive recounts elicit a discussion of truth and lies. If the trigger is ‘guilt’, 
you can read these recounts as attempts to mask his guilt. 
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M A R K E R ’ S  C O M M E N T S  

While there are implied references to ‘dehumanising’ and ‘degrading’ language, clearer labelling of methods (e.g. symbolism of 
yellow, animal imagery) is still possible. Also closely analyse the use of ‘yellow’ by examining the tone and sentence structure 
each time it is repeated. Note how the second ‘yellow’ is used in the passive voice to blame his family for his moral failure. 

There is a clear attempt to address sentence function (‘declarative’) and effects (‘steadfastness’, ’distaste’) here, based on 
fully relevant evidence. However, close analysis of word choice (e.g. ‘would have brought’, ‘yellow’, ‘practical’) is required to 
establish Chris’s inclination towards ‘truth and social responsibility’ or his ‘distaste’. Likewise, the ‘last sentence’ deserves 
close analysis. The decision to examine the ‘repetition of the proper noun ‘I’’ is poor (we have to be honest at this stage) 
because none of the quotations really suggest a ‘determination… to follow his beliefs’. Instead, they evince self-loathing (‘I’m 
practical’, ‘I’m yellow’) and escapism (‘I’m going away’).  

While the observations on Chris’s ‘cruelty’ are quite sharp, they need to be anchored on larger concerns such as Chris’s moral 
idealism or the father-son relationship that will soon sink to its nadir. The link to the ‘tragedy’ (death of Joe Keller) is 
relatively abrupt; you may want to briefly refer to the reading of Larry’s letter, or describe how Chris’s cruelty will indeed 
lead to his father’s suicide.

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH 1 
Here, Chris reveals that he did suspect Joe’s culpability but he deliberately did not do anything about it. He refers to 
himself as ‘yellow’, that he was ‘made yellow in this house because I suspected my father and did nothing about it’. He 
dehumanises himself, referring his ‘practical(ity)’ to ‘the cats in the alley’ and that he would ‘spit on’ himself. This 
degradation of himself is the result of him not being able to do the right and him realising that in the real world, he may be 
unable to uphold his ‘man for man’ ideology and instead, he was doing exactly what he condemned his father for doing, 
which is running away from his problems. This transition shows that Chris is perhaps more like Joe than he dares to admit 
for in a way, moving away because deep down to him, family is bigger than anything else, bigger than moral idealism. This is 
shown through his inability to find a reason (narration) to ‘make him suffer’  even when Ann tells him there is. This form of 
escapism allows the audience to understand that Chris Keller places family above everything else.

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH 2 
Despite the concessions that Chris may make, the Chris Keller that embodies truth and social responsibility is still 
prevalent. The declarative - ‘he’d been in the district attorney’s office by this time, and I’d have brought him there’ reflects 
Chris’s steadfastness towards his beliefs and proves that family is definitely not his ultimate priority unlike Joe. Other 
declaratives that convey his distaste for the person he has become - ‘I’m practical now. You made me practical’, ‘I spit on 
myself’, ‘I’m yellow’, ‘I’m going away. I’m going now’ as well as the repetition of the proper noun ‘I’ signals the independence 
and determination to become the hero he wants to be as to follow his beliefs. Chris’s last sentence in the passage — ‘it’s 
what you want to do’ also embraces the idea of sacrifice and honesty that he has been pining for, showing also his 
disappointment in his father. Hence Chris’s upholding of loyalty and honesty above all else provides reason as to why he is 
so against his father’s actions.

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH 3 
...This cruel side to Chris can be most explicitly seen from the stage directions and choice of words, ‘(pulling violently away 
from him) Don’t do that, Dad. I’m going to hurt you if you do that.’ The disruptive and antagonistic stage directions show 
Chris’s anger towards his father and to make a statement coloured with such cold and cruel words is a far cry from the 
closeness between Chris and Keller in the earlier half of the play, where Chris calls his father ‘(with admiration) Joe 
McGuts’. The huge change in tone from admiration to distant coldness shows how cruel Chris can be to completely stifle 
the love for his father. This cruelty will eventually culminate in the tragedy that defines the play - the death of Joe Keller.
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